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LESSON 1: UNCOVERING DIET MENTALITY

What is my ‘Old Me’ thinking about what I have to do in order to lose weight?
(Ex. I need to cut carbs to have any hope of losing weight, I can’t control myself around ice 
cream)

Tell the truth about past diets. How have they NOT actually worked for you? 
(Ex. Keto doesn’t really work for me because I value eating what my family eats, WW hasn’t 
really worked for me because I always end up quitting and coming back) 

What does “New You” choose to think when “Old You” thinking appears? 
(Ex. I’m doing something different this year, my past doesn’t determine my future.)

How are you going to ditch your diet crutches this year? What apps, subscriptions, 
newsletters, and physical items do you need to get rid of to start fresh with a new mindset? 
(Ex. Delete Noom App and MyFitnessPal, send a nice text to my neighbor to get off the 
Optavia list, throw away my food scale) 
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LESSON 2: FUTURE YOU + THE PHASES OF CHANGE

In 60 days, what is future you doing that’s different from today?
(Ex. She asks herself Am I Hungry and Have I Had Enough at most of her meals, drinks 64 oz 
of water daily, goes out to eat and feels ease around food)

What do you need to do today to get there? 
(Ex. Start tracking water and sleep to see where my baseline is at, talk to my partner about 
an earlier bedtime routine, plan a dinner out along with foods that I want to eat that help me 
feel like I’m having fun while losing weight)

What is “Old me” likely to think when I’m going through the phases of change (overeating, 
forgetting to stop eating) AND what will my “new thinking” be?
(Ex. Old me is likely to think I’m messing up, but new me thinks ‘mistakes are part of making 
progress.)

ONCE YOUR BRAIN IS TRAINED TO SEE MISTAKES 
AS WHERE YOU LEARN AND TRY AGAIN, YOU’LL 
HAVE UNLOCKED ONE OF THE GREATEST 
WEIGHTLOSS SUPERPOWERS. 
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LESSON 3: BUILDING DOABLE FOUNDATIONS

What is my doable foundation for...

…drinking water?

….sleep?

….eating when hungry?

…stopping at enough?

...making a Doable 24 Hour Plan (Current No BS Members only)?
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LESSON 3: BUILDING DOABLE FOUNDATIONS

What is my doable foundation for...

…self-care?

...movement?

...how I talk to myself about my body?

...eating out?

Check in with yourself - does this feel like a truly doable foundation for you, even on a tough 
day? If not, go back and break the actions down further.

A DOABLE FOUNDATION IS THE MINIMUM 
BASELINE OF THINKING OR ACTIVITY 

YOU’RE WILLING TO DO FOR YOURSELF.
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LESSON 4: CLEANING UP YOUR ENVIRONMENT

Make a list of foods that are currently hard to be around. Next to each one, decide if you will 
keep it around or take a break. There’s no right or wrong. Remember, whatever you choose 
it’s because you want to set yourself up to improve your overall relationship with food and 
weightloss.

For the foods you want to keep, what can you do with them to help you eat mindfully and 
joyfully? (Ex. I’m going to pre-portion my nuts into bags. I’ll move the wine to the cabinet 
above my refrigerator.)

What can you do to create an environment that makes good habits easier? (Ex. putting water 
by your bedside, workout clothes out the night before, etc.)

What else can I do to make weightloss easier on myself? (Ex. Get an accountability partner, 
join No BS, leave diet groups that bitch and moan constantly.)
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MY 60-DAY NO BS SUCCESS PLAN

In 60 days, I will weigh or lose                  pounds

Over 60 days, I will teach myself to think these things every time “Old Me” thinking comes up 
about my…
Body

Weight

Food

Future

What are 10 SMALL things that I can get better and better at over the next 60 days to make 
weightloss easy? ***Some or most of these should trigger you to think “this isn’t good enough” 
or “it won’t make a difference.” Remember, what doesn’t help is doing nothing or dramatic 
starts with dramatic quits.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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MY 60-DAY NO BS SUCCESS PLAN

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Of these 10 things, circle or star 3 that you want to get really good at.

For each one, how can you make it easy to do these things over and over again until they 
become habit?

1.

2.

3.

Think about your “diet crutches.” What are you going to immediately delete, pause, or take a 
break from for the next 60 days?

Facebook Groups to leave

Instagram/TikTok Accounts to unfollow and apps to delete
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Email Lists to unsubscribe

Podcasts to stop listening to

People to stop talking to about diet culture

Fake or Frankenfoods to stop eating in place of real food

Old shakes, pills, and diet foods to toss that I no longer need as a visual reminder of diet 
shenanigans and culture.

Goal weight or “old clothes” that are painful to look at (donate or pack up)

When old diet mentality comes up (thinking you can’t do it, cutting out foods the diet 
industry says are bad), what are you going to tell yourself instead? 

How will I know I’m making success in my weightloss outside of progress on the scale? What 
else is changing in my life?

How will I know when it’s time to try new things or make a few more small changes to keep 
losing weight?


	Text Field 1: Do more cardio.

	Text Field 2: My appetite spikes with more cardio. Thoughts about “earning food” come up creating more work to lose weight. Lots of cardio leaves less time for weight lifting. Less lifting, less muscles, less energy expenditure daily.
	Text Field 3: I workout for many reasons outside of weightloss. New you does fun cardio that challenges her, sometimes it’s to relax, like a walk. Weightloss happens while working on my mouth; not working on my feet.
	Text Field 4: I will take a stand with friends who still want to “chat” weightloss program (other than my own). Taking a stand looks like, “I know you want to lose weight but I don’t discuss how my competitors could work for you when I know they don’t.” 
	Text Field 5: She’s reading self-development for 20 min every morning FIRST thing while drinking coffee instead of watching the news with coffee to wake up. She’s no longer talking herself into tater tots on date night “because she’s in maintenance.” I always wake up with regret and craving all the salt the next day. She’s eating dinner at 5pm so that I have plenty of time for my food to digest before going to bed. Eating late tanks my sleep score (learned this through my Oura ring last year). Keep my Peloton streak intact.
	Text Field 6: - Set my alarm to wake up and put a note on the alarm to read. Put a sticky note on the coffee machine to read. Put a sticky note in my coffee chair to read. Hide the remote, too. - Tell Chris to be a hell no on my tater tot demands. Have a planned meal to eat after date night drinks.- Tell Chris next 30 days to eat dinner no later than 6 so we can get used to wrapping up the work day earlier. Know which days we want Uber Eats so we order in plenty of time to get delivered.
	Text Field 7: OM: Tots won’t hurt. NM: Tots will feel good now and like shit tomorrow. OM: Let’s work if we aren’t watching the news. NM: Reading is working and often the best work.OM: I don’t want to. NM: I knew I wouldn’t want to. That’s expected so go anyway.OM: I need to get this work done. NM: If you want to work that bad fire it up AFTER dinner.
	Text Field 8: 64 ounces of water a day.
8 while I make coffee and 8 on the way to workout.
Keep a bottle of water bedside (since I get thirsty in the middle of the night). 
Drink water with meals and with date night wine.
	Text Field 9: 7 hours a night
Take sleep remedy every night to help stay asleep (nobsfreecourse.com/faves)

	Text Field 10: Always ask myself before I put a bite in my mouth am I hungry (whether I honor it or not).
	Text Field 11: Always ask myself at the midpoint of eating where am I at with enough (whether I honor it or not. 

For both hunger and enough if I choose to eat anyway, at least be compassionately honest with self as to what I truly wanted, wished for, told myself, or needed.
	Text Field 12: Make a plan even it’s on a napkin.
	Text Field 13: Don’t go to bed with a dirty face. 
Use my fave shower gels (don’t use shit I don’t like or get tired of).
Get rid of clothes and shoes that don’t work for my body (instead of getting my money’s worth - my self-talk is more valuable than what I paid).
Notice negative self-talk and remind myself I don’t talk that way to myself.
	Text Field 14: 1 lift per week, 3 cardio workouts per week (can be same days)
All forms of cardio included (especially walking)
Park away from entrances instead of hunting for spots
Take a week off outside of walking once a quarter

	Text Field 15: No shit talk is allowed to go unchecked. If you hear it; change it or stop it. 
	Text Field 16: Check menus ahead of time when possible.Look at doable options first before “purusing” things I don’t typically eat.If I plan it then I enjoy it guilt free. No planning and then regretting allowed.No bread baskets. Always share desserts if possible and only order desserts I know in my heart I feel are special and worth it. No getting “foods” for BS reasons like everyone else is doing it or I don’t get it often. Those aren't not worth it reasons. They're excuses.
	Text Field 17: Skinny Cow. I only want them at night which jacks up my eating before 5pm. But I’m keeping in the house because Logan loves them. I add crackers to meals instead of including them intentionally. Don’t buy them for 60 days and if I miss them I’ll bring back intentionally. For now re-learn what my enough is and when I’m just eating things. If I don’t get enough I can do fruit and bring back crackers in 60 days.
	Text Field 18: I’ll move the SC’s to the outside freezer and tell Logan. 

I’ll also tell Logan to remind Mommy Tiger that she’s not eating them at night if he sees me being a trash panda at night. This will set up an opportunity to talk to him about thinking thru how foods play many roles in our lives. Joy, health, sleep quality, nutrition, satiation, etc.
	Text Field 19: Organize my pantry so it’s inviting and represents how I want my life to feel.
Do the same for the fridge.
Keep my food planner pulled up on my Ipad (instead of needing to open it each day).
Sleep in my sports bras (toss my uncomfortable sleeping ones and order replacements).
Keep my workout shoes next to the bed with socks (less looking for shit in the a.m.)
	Text Field 20: Check-in with Jane daily on how I’m making my sleep and self-dev a priority. And tell her how it’s feeling.

Check-in with my coach each week in Slack rating myself on how I cared for myself this week. If I’m less than a 4 (scale of 1-4) then explain why and what I’m going to do about it.
	Text Field 21: 4
	Text Field 22: My body and mind does better when I stop talking shit about it.
	Text Field 23: When I take care of me I’m doing the best for my weight. Focus on me, what’s best for me, how to learn what’s best for me…things will work in my favor with weight.
	Text Field 24: I’m here for making this easy. How am I making food easy on me today?
	Text Field 25: Tomorrow’s success is determined one tiny decision at a time today. Not the past. Not with huge, hard changes. It’s a collection of small decisions that add up to create momentum.
	Text Field 26: Take water to the gym and drink while I workout.
	Text Field 27: Get my Ooler hooked up so I can control the temp of my bed overnight (my last one broke and the new one just needs to be installed).
	Text Field 28: Leave at least 1 bite of food behind at all meals (just to re-break the habit of cleaning my plate and tamp down the “wasting food” voice that I still have).
	Text Field 29: Create a list of self-development I want to finish (short list) so I’m not spending time thinking about what to study.
	Text Field 30: Put self-development on the calendar with the thing I’m going to listen to, read, or watch and use my sticky notes/alarm to help with remembering and excuses.
	Text Field 31: Give Aunt JJ a list of 2 breakfasts, 3 lunches, and 3 dinners and tell her to just pick from those the next 30 days and surprise me so I’m not placing orders every week.
	Text Field 32: Put the skinny cows in the outside freezer and tell Logan.
	Text Field 33: Tell Chris NO tots unless I’ve planned it as part of my date night plan ahead of time. And remind myself this is my choice and those tots only taste good but don’t feel good
	Text Field 34: Look for days where the morning temp is above 50 and take a 20 min walk and talk with Jane. I need fresh air this time of year for my mood. Better mood/less wanting to eat.
	Text Field 35: Add a 5-10 min Peloton strech to my workouts so I can wind down my body and mind after working out (so I can switch back to work mode.)
	Text Field 36: Take water to the gym and drink while I workout.
	Text Field 37: Put the skinny cows in the outside freezer and tell Logan.
	Text Field 38: Tell Chris NO tots unless I’ve planned it as part of my date night plan ahead of time. And remind myself this is my choice and those tots only taste good but don’t feel good
	Text Field 40: Any group I get a tag from that is old courses I don’t use or like anymore.
	Text Field 41: Anything with people bitching. Clothing companies that overly focus on ultra thin bodies.
	Text Field 42: Junk mail so I can see the things I want easier.
	Text Field 43: N/A
	Text Field 44: Older friends, my dad or grandmother
	Text Field 45: Skinny Cow for fruit, I eat a lot of real food
	Text Field 46: N/A
	Text Field 47: I do need to go through and ditch a few pieces that I don’t love wearing. They either don’t fit right, sit right, or they are impossible to get a bra that works with them.
	Text Field 48: I’m so glad you notice these thoughts now. It’s easier to say know when you are hearing it.
	Text Field 49: My sleep scores should be high. Daily Oura score I want above 80 as often as possible. I get more done each day because I’m not spending as much time thinking, talking or wanting food. That emotional energy frees me up for a bigger life. My running feels easier, less of an effort.
	Text Field 50: I’ll see myself easily doing the things I started with and will believe in myself. I’ll see myself win and be primed to attempt new wins. That’s how motivation and momentum are created.


